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Individual Training,
Performance

Improvement, and
the Future for
Organizations

Roger Kaufman
Contributing Editor

Building from Individual Training and
Development to Organizational Success

Human ability is the basic building block for everything
an organization uses, does, produces, and delivers, and
the value it adds to and for all stakeholders. But what
should competent and dedicated people do and 
accomplish? How do we assure that staff people 
know and do the right and useful things?

To assure that human competence development 
(and human performance improvement) is useful, we

Human competence is a vital element for any organiza-
tion that expects to survive and then thrive. Developing
individual performance ability is necessary but not 
sufficient because trained people alone will not make an
organization successful. We must determine what 
people should deliver and why it should be delivered in
order to add measurable value to and for all internal and
external stakeholders. There are a few basic concepts
and steps to assure that individual performance
improvement and training will be successful through
adding measurable value to assure the future for any
organization
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advantage of starting with preschoolers is that they do
not bring with them negative baggage that would be 
difficult to unload.

Benefits to Instructional Design Models
Assume for a moment that a school population has

successfully completed either or both of the preparatory
programs, “learning skills” and “motivation to learn.” 
Or make a similar assumption about a job population.
How might that change the character of instructionally
designed materials? Clearly there would be, to begin
with, a lesser need for interventions dealing with those
issues. Or, at least, that is what a hypothesis suggests.
Economies of scale could surely be expected. Strategies
would be affected. Fewer examples or fewer practice
items might be needed. All this because the distribution
of entering characteristics will have changed. The 
anticipated smaller variation in learning skills and/or in
levels of motivation should result in instructionally 
designed materials having a decidedly different look.

Summing Up
Lifetime learning is no empty catch phrase. It was 

ever present even before the state of the country’s 
economy needed a catch phrase. Resistance to learning
does not benefit an individual or a society. Nor does the
lack of learning skills. The persistence of either or both
can only result in wide disparities among individuals in
outcomes, however one chooses to measure them.

Equality of outcomes cannot be guaranteed. But
equality of opportunity can be given a helping hand.
Both the article on “motivation” and the earlier one on
“learning skills” can do that.

The earlier article addressed ways to build learning
skills. This article has concentrated on ways. to build the
“motivation to learn.” Alone, or preferably together, the
two is a proffered helping hand. While all this sounds
good, as for all prescriptions based on rationales, only
data can be the ultimate judge. �



● People must deliver useful results that add value
within and outside the organization.

● Strategic planning is about ends, results, and 
consequences, not just about means, programs,
activities, courses, finances, or delivery.

● Strategic planning requires that criteria are based
on evidence.

● All organizations are means to societal ends. If
they are not adding measurable value to our shared
world, they are likely subtracting value.

● All organizations must demonstrate value for
money to all of its stakeholders.

● There are three levels of results for every 
organization: external contributions, organiza-
tional contributions, and individual contributions/
training and development.

● All three levels of results must be linked and
aligned for effective and efficient operations and
management, so people know what to do and
deliver, and know that it is important to do so.

● Performance data from each of these three levels
may be derived by documenting the gaps—
needs—between current results and contributions
and desired results and contributions. 

● It is vital that all parts of any organization operate
successfully individually as well as together to 
add value to and for all internal and external 
stake-holders. Assuring that is the function of a
practical strategic plan.

● A useful method for obtaining this data is called
“needs assessment,” where needs are gaps in
results, not gaps in means or resources.

Collect Valid Data to Assure that
Training and Performance Improvement
Contribute to Organizational Success

Performance improvement efforts, regardless of the
delivery methods used, should be based on what the
organization must deliver. What should be delivered is
best based on the needs—gaps in results—identified for
all stakeholders. Therefore, it is recommended that we
identify, in measurable performance terms, the needs—
those gaps between current results and consequences
and desirable results and consequences: the gaps
between What Is and What Should Be (Figure 3). To do
so, we must collect valid data. 

The needs at the three aligned levels of results will
identify and justify what the organization should use,
do, produce, and deliver.

What the organization wants to become; how it justi-
fies its funding and existence: A useful strategic plan
identifies and justifies what an organization wants to
become. What an organization does and delivers will 
be based on the value it provides to and for all 
stakeholders, and the funding and support for an organ-
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must plan for it, and assure that there is alignment
among resources, people, and what the organization
provides to and for all stakeholders. For this to happen,
a sensible strategic plan will identify, define, and justify
where the total organization is headed, why it is going
there, and how it will add value to and for all 
stakeholders; and provide the criteria for effective and
efficient decision-making and continual improvement. 
It will provide the justification for useful training and
development.

Figure 1 shows alignment and synergy with what
training and development accomplishes, and adding
measurable worth to the entire value chain.

In order for any organization to be successful, it must
assure that the contributions of each person and his or
her performance add value within and outside of the
organization; each level of results and contributions
provide the basis for the development at each and every
next level. We must plan for this succession of activities
and results.

Most performance improvement and training efforts
only focus on individuals and their jobs but does not 
formally make sure that each person in the organization
contributes uniquely to that which the organization
uses, does, produces, and delivers, and the value added
outside of the organization. In terms of Figure 2, they
focus only at the systems level and assume that each
person’s performance will add value within and outside
of the organization—to the entire system.

A useful plan will also provide the criteria for plan-
ning for the entire system contribution. This will show
how to achieve the mission so that financial, human,
and physical resources may be properly allocated.
Finally, it should provide valid data to justify what the
organization uses, does, produces, and delivers. All
must be based on solid data and information.

There are several strategic planning imperatives, many
of which are not included in current and popular
approaches. These imperatives include:
● Measurable results are good; useful measurable

results are even better.

Figure 1. Individual training and development are

best aligned with what the organization uses, does,

produces, and delivers.
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ization will be based on the same criteria. To do so, we
have to collect and justify the needs—gaps in results—
between where we are and where we want to be, and
prioritize those needs on the basis of the costs to meet
the needs as compared to the costs to ignore them.

A worthy strategic plan provides the measurable
objectives for creating our future and thus, then, pro-
vides the criteria for defining how to get from here to
there, the criteria for implementing the plan, and the 
criteria for evaluation and continual improvement.

This suggested approach provides the justified “North
Star” from which to proceed and toward which to steer.
It also makes our shared communities and society as the
stakeholders to and for which we will add value
(Kaufman, 2000, 2006, 2011).

Defining and justifying strategic planning purposes: An
Ideal Vision: Organizations are means to societal ends.
We are judged, correctly, by the extent to which we add
or subtract value to or from our shared society. So there
is an over-arching vision—an Ideal Vision—to which
any organization that expects to contribute and survive
must add measurable value.

Basic to useful strategic planning is using an external
societal value-added set of criteria as the primary 
definition of what an organization’s mission should be
(Kaufman, 2006, 2011; Kaufman & Guerra-Lopez,
2013). An illustration of an Ideal Vision that should 
drive all organizational purposes is to, together, create
“the kind of world we want for tomorrow’s child.”

Research across cultures provides a basic definition of
the Ideal Vision and is based on perceptions of people,
almost worldwide, who were asked to define, in 
measurable terms, the kind of world they would want to
help create for tomorrow’s child:

No person will be under the care, control, or custody of
another person, agency, or substance. There will be no
losses of life, nor elimination or reduction of levels of 
well-being, survival, self-sufficiency, or quality of life from
any source or intervention.

Any organization must add measurable value to the
Ideal Vision. If it is not doing so, then it will become
extinct. This is an imperative for all organizations public
and private. It is self-defeating for anyone to develop
and deliver products that don’t add value at all three lev-
els of organizational results:

STRATEGIC/EXTERNAL/SOCIETAL/MEGA/OUTCOMES
2

TACTICAL/ORGANIZATIONAL/MACRO/OUTPUTS
2

OPERATONAL/INDIVIDUAL/MICRO/PRODUCTS

The most productive place to start planning to assure
that human performance is developed and will be 
justified by value-added is at the Mega level, and then roll
down to define the other two levels of results. This forms
a results chain and aligns what we use, do, produce, 
and deliver with societal value-added. Then, based on 

Figure 2. The system perspective that considers the entire organization, including external 

society, as compared to the systems perspective that only considers parts of the whole system.
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the results, the data exist to sensibly define (and justify)
means—training, development activities, programs, 
projects, courses, curriculum, and methods. Then, you
may sensibly define the inputs—the resources such as
staff/talent, materials, buildings, facilities, policies, and
laws—to get the desired and required results.

Based on the above rationale, following is a suggested
framework for an organization’s Mission Objective: The
Mission Objective will provide the guidance for what
each part of the organization must use, do, produce,
and deliver in order to meet the Mission Objective.
Based on needs—gaps in results—at each of the three
levels of results (Mega/Societal, Macro/Organizational,
Micro/Individual), the mission may be derived—on 
the basis of hard performance data from the needs
assessment.

The linking and relationships among the three levels
of results and impacts are noted in Figure 4.

Following is an example of how an organization’s
Mission can be used to define the operations and 
contributions of the people within the organizational
community:

A derived objective for any performance improvement 
initiative: An example of “rolling down” from an Ideal
Vision and the organization’s Mission Objective to 

an organization’s specific program for training and 
development:

By the year 2024, every public service professional
member will have full access to valid, individually 
responsive, and useful learning opportunities, including
information, delivered in an appropriate place and time,
by effective and efficient means. The learning 
opportunities/training they receive will add value to each
other and the organization so as to continually function as
knowledgeable individuals and effective team members.
The learning opportunities will provide them with 

the skills, knowledge, attitudes, and abilities to (a) 
continuingly improve their self-sufficiency, self-reliance,
and quality of life, (b) increasingly become responsive 
and responsible workers, and (c) allow each individual 
to make contributions to themselves—both in the 
workplace and in their lives, and to our shared world, 
as we move progressively towards our shared Ideal 
Vision and the mission objective of our organization.
Each learning experience will have been designed,

developed, and certified as having valid content and as
being cost-effective and cost-efficient in the achievement
of performance objectives. The delivery of learning 
opportunities will be through channels of communication
selected on the basis of a costs/results analysis and will

Figure 3. Needs are gaps in results, not gaps in means or resources. First identify and select the

needs, and then sensibly select the ways and means to close the gaps.
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provide positive return on investments in terms of payoffs
for all stakeholders. 
The progress of learners will demonstrate contribution

to the institution’s mission objective and meet all 
certification/accrediting/professional requirements.

Strategic Planning to Assure Usefulness
of Training and Performance Improvement
The approach suggested may be different from the

conventional wisdom of strategic planning and man-
agement in public organizations. It is often outside of
many professionals’ comfort zones. But change we must
if we are to be responsive and responsible. We think it
is vital to change—responsibly and responsively. And
once we decide to change, what do we change to? The
“what to change to” is the product of useful strategic
planning and thinking.

So, now what? We are experiencing a shifting to a new
paradigm for measurable and justifiable performance
and societal value-added. We can be masters of crucial
change by the process of change creation—by defining
the future we want to help design and deliver and 
then creating it—or we can be the victims of change, by
waiting to be washed over by the demands of change,

without either the control of it or the resources to be
responsive to it.

Recommended next steps to complete the strategic
plan:

1. Identify and select a representative strategic 
planning team—internal and external planning partners.
Be sure they come without any hidden agendas for secur-
ing their own power and position.

2. Identify needs at the three levels of contributions—
societal/Mega, organizational/Macro, and individual/
Micro, and derive the Mission Objective.

3. Obtain commitment to the mission objective. If
leaders want changes, they must make sure that the
changes are (a) evidence-based, and (b) are in measurable
performance terms. For each performance requirement 
in the accepted Mission Objective, collect data on 
the gaps between What Is and What Should Be. Make 
certain that performance data is collected at all three 
levels of results: individual performance, organizational
contributions, and value-added to society.

4. Obtain planning group acceptance or revise as
required. Include the leadership and key planning 
partners.

Figure 4. Organizational success is defined and justified by aligning three levels of results. 

Training and performance improvement will be based on the needs selected from this process.
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5. Place the gaps in priority order on the basis of the
costs to meet the needs (performance gaps) and the costs
to ignore them.

6. Develop a tactical and operational plan, including
schedules, fiscal resources, personnel, buildings, and
equipment.

7. Design training and development objectives, 
methods, and delivery—based on the mission objective.

8. Obtain approval from the internal and external
planning partners or revise as required.

9. Implement.
10. Track progress against the performance 

requirements and revise as required. 
11. Determine value-added for the implemented 

strategic plan and identify what should be continued and
what should be changed.

12. Always and continually collect performance data to
decide if and how the strategic plan should be revised.

When the strategic planning framework is accepted
and endorsed by key stakeholders, the above can be 
further defined and developed. This approach will
assure that the people one develops will be competent
and committed to individually and collectively add
value to and for themselves, others, the organization,
and those the organization serves. �

Holography:
A Transformative
Technology for

Learning and Human
Performance
Improvement

Gary W. Frazer
George H. Stevens

Most past and current learning technologies have been
one- or two-dimensional in presentation. This may be
fine if one is looking at a map or even a fine painting.
However, to fully appreciate the detail of a statue or a
machine part, it is better to be able to look at it from all
sides. Use of holographic images allows an item to be
shared with a learner, who can turn it around to review
the different aspects of the item along with a narrative.
In cases where there are structures involved, it provides
immersive simulation opportunities. Holography pro-
vides a more realistic environment for the learner and
enhances the learning by immersing students or trainees
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